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Abstract. The turbulent flux of momentum - or Reynolds stress - is a mechanism responsible

for the generation of sheared flow by turbulence. The structure of the flux surface averaged stress

〈ṽrṽ⊥〉 is investigated in the edge region of a L-mode tokamak plasma. The stress induced by the

perpendicular tilting of ballooning modes is considered. Besides the tilting by the E×B flow shear,

which is a negative viscosity effect, a magnetic shear induced Reynolds stress - called ŝ-residual

stress- arises as a consequence of a residual spatial tilting of ballooning modes by the magnetic

shear in a poloidally up-down asymmetric magnetic geometry. A model is derived in the weak

flow shear regime under the approximation of circular flux surfaces. The amplitude of this residual

stress is of the order of the square of the radial velocity fluctuations in the scrape-off layer, and

in the immediate radial vicinity of the separatrix if an X-point exists. Its amplitude drops rapidly

to zero toward the plasma core, thus appearing as a source of transverse rotation at the interface.

Its non-linear dependence on the electric shear is discussed in the context of weak electric shear
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effect on the poloidal shape of the ballooning envelope. The local ŝ-residual stress is non uniform

poloidally and changes sign according to the up/down position of scrape-off layer end-plates with

respect to the ∇B×B direction. The electric and magnetic shear induced stresses are then included

in a flux surface averaged 1D model of mean flow conservation at the plasma edge, including the

scrape-off layer volume. In L-mode weak shear regimes, it is shown that changing the plasma

geometry from ∇B × B away from the divertor to ∇B × B toward the divertor approximately

double the electric shear strength inside the separatrix, as reported in experiments. This shear

induced stress also enters the toroidal momentum balance, where it appears as a significant source

of momentum in the immediate vicinity of the separatrix. Balanced by the toroidal viscosity only,

it can sustain toroidal flow gradients in the order of a km.s−1.cm−1 at the separatrix, with a sign

also dependent on the plasma geometry. These momentum sources arising from symmetry breaking

at the boundary of the confined region may explain why low to high mode power thresholds are

lower in favorable than unfavorable configurations, and may be important for the issue of optimal

plasma shapes with respect to edge intrinsic shear.

PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa, 52.25.Xz,52.30.-q, 52.35.Ra, 52.40.Hf, 52.55.-s
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Sheared flows at the edge of Tokamak plasmas have been a research subject of critical im-

portance for decades. As a matter of fact, the energy and particle confinement in a tokamak can

increase dramatically at the transition from so called low (L) to high (H) confinement regimes

characterized by the onset of a strong transverse velocity shear in the vicinity of the separatrix

(see [1] and a review in [2]). Crudely, if the shearing rate surpasses the growth rate of plasma

instabilities, turbulent eddy decorrelation is said to reduce the transport of particles and energy

across the sheared region [3], thus allowing local gradients to build up [4] [5]. This scenario is

important for achieving a burning plasma in ITER, and for this reason has been the focus of

numerous experimental and theoretical works. Recent understanding [3] of the L-H transition has

suggested a multi-step process for the onset of the transport barrier [6] [7] [8] [9] in given plasma

regimes : in L-mode, the local turbulence and zonal flow ( sheared flow generated by turbulence)

become elements of an oscillating predator-prey regime (or limit cycle). To complete the dynam-

ics, the ion pressure gradient responds to the quenching of turbulent transport [10] and so enters

the predator-prey system through the equilibrium radial electric field that is associated with the

pressure gradient, which is also the source of free energy for the turbulence activity. Eventually

the system reaches a stage where the zonal flow grows and the turbulence activity is reduced,

which allows the energy in the mean flow associated with the pressure gradient to increase. This

then suppresses the turbulence (and zonal flow shearing), allowing the edge pressure gradient to

steepen rapidly. This signifies that the L to H mode transition occurred.

Though simple models are now able to capture this limit cycle transition to an H-mode like edge

plasma, they indeed remain simplified models in the sense that their prediction capabilities are
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limited by the incomplete description of zonal flow drive mechanisms. As described in [1], the

drive of zonal flow by the Reynolds stress originates from a radial group velocity of potential or

magnetic field fluctuations. The structure of the Reynolds stress, and the physical mechanisms

behind the dispersion relation and group velocity, will enter the limit-cycle dynamics, and also

define the initial state of the flow through the initial equilibrium radial electric field it supplies in

the L-mode. Experiments show that H mode transport barriers develop above a mean shear flow

strength [6], and stronger initial sheared flow regimes exhibit lower L-H transition power threshold

[11]. This is thought to be a reason why the L-H transition requires a large amount of additional

power when B × ∇B is away from the X-point (unfavorable geometry) as compared to when it

points toward the X-point (favorable geometry) [12] [11]. Indeed L-mode velocity measurements

show that the edge E × B shear is stronger in the favorable geometry than for the unfavorable

[13], when other discharge parameters are matched. For circular plasmas limited by a poloidally

localised and toroidally uniform limiter, the analogy is possible by replacing X-point position by

limiter position. Although these limited plasmas do not present common L to H mode transitions,

the L-mode transversal rotation profile in the vicinity of the last closed flux surface (LCFS) is also

observed to depend on the position of the limiter with respect to B ×∇B direction [14]. The up-

down position of the X-point is not the only geometrical factor which impacts the L-H transition.

The threshold is also observed to depend on the radial position of the X-point (lower triangular-

ity) in NSTX [15]. The issue of why the magnetic topology has an influence on the L-mode edge

radial electric field should be seriously considered for its critical impact on the definition of plasma

geometries optimizing the L-H power threshold.
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Stringer et al. proposed an instability mechanism [16][17] for the spin-up of core parallel rotation,

arising from the ballooning of the radial particle flux on magnetic flux surfaces supporting asym-

metric density perturbations. Labombard et al. [18] then extended the model in the scrape-off layer

(SOL) where the ballooning of the particle flux across the last closed flux surface is experimentally

evident [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Labombard, then Gunn, demonstrated the existence of Stringer-like

parallel flows in the SOL volume, driven from the outboard midplane to the divertor end-plates

where particle sinks are located. L-mode discharges in C-mod with the B ×∇B directed toward

(away from) the X-point exhibit a co-current (counter current) volume-averaged toroidal momen-

tum in the SOL. Comparable observations are made on limiter circular plasmas in Tore Supra [19].

These quasi-sonic flows may propagate inward and drive the confined parallel rotation. In the

core region, a radial flux of parallel momentum has been investigated in gyrokinetic simulations by

Camenen et al. [24]. A non-diffusive and non-convective flux arises from the up-down asymmetry

of ballooning modes on asymmetric flux surfaces. They highlighted that a similar effect should

exist for the transversal rotation.

Extending these previous works about the effect of poloidal asymmetry, we propose that ballooning

transport at and just inside the LCFS gives rise to a local turbulent Reynolds stress 〈vrv⊥〉 that

depends on the magnetic and E×B shear. Poloidal asymmetry of the magnetic shear dependence

then yields a net Reynolds stress, which in turn impacts the E × B flow profile. The source of

momentum associated with this stress is particularly strong at the separatrix but has never been

considered before in that region for it’s role in the onset of L-mode shear layer and source of

toroidal rotation at the boundary of the confinement region.
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The body of this paper is organized as follows. In the first section we introduce the local Reynolds

stress induced by the tilting of electrostatic ballooning modes. In the second section we describe a

simplified model for the influence of magnetic geometry and electric shear flow on the ballooning

envelope across the separatrix. The magnetic geometry constrains the envelope amplitude to zero

in the vicinity of the X-point, and in the low shear flow limit the envelope is poloidally shifted by

the electric shear. In a third section, an expression of the flux surface averaged magnetic shear

induced Reynolds stress is proposed in the limit of circular flux surfaces and weak electric shear.

The dependence on the electric shear flow shows a non zeros offset, which is on the order of the

square of the fluctuating radial velocity amplitude. Its sign reverses with the reversal of the up-

down asymmetry ( B × ∇B toward or away from the X-point). In the fourth section, the shear

induced stress is inserted in a simplified momentum conservation model in the low shear limit.

We show that for relevant L-mode tokamak plasma parameters the mean flow shear in favorable

geometry can be up to 2 times higher than in unfavorable one. We conclude with a discussion on

the existence of a residual stress for the toroidal rotation, which is a geometrical consequence of

the shear induced stress for the perpendicular rotation.

1. Reynolds stress associated with electrostatic ballooning modes

Ballooning modes refer to instabilities associated with the curvature of the magnetic field which

results on the local polarization of pressure eddies from diamagnetic currents. In the outer outer-

half of the plasma cross section, the polarization is destabilizing whereas it is stabilizing in the

inner-half. For instance, the destabilizing contribution of the diamagnetic polarization to the local
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growth rate of an ideal interchange mode kr, kθ is proportional to the local curvature [25]:

γ2 ∝ (∇B ×B)θ
B2

k2
θ

k2
θ + k2

r

(1)

where diffusion damping, parallel currents and polarization currents have been intentionally omit-

ted. The curvature term is a projection along the poloidal direction, which depends on the poloidal

position (∇B × B)θ ∝ cos θ in the circular geometry approximation. Note that we also consid-

ered a weak poloidal rotation frequency of the plasma, which would act as an effective temporal

modulation of the geometrical curvature during the growth phase. Without poloidal variation of

the wave number, the local growth rate is peaked at the outboard midplane θ0 = 0 and vanishes

rapidly away from this position. In the linear phase of the mode evolution, density and polarization

grow initially in a narrow poloidal section of the plasma, centered on the poloidal position θ0. At

the same time the parallel dynamics spread the mode structure along the flux tube, into regions

where the diamagnetic current acts to damp the polarization. Two properties arise from these

simplified dynamics: (1) the mode exhibits a parallel or ballooning envelope centered at the most

unstable location θ0, of width partially fixed by the poloidal variation of the curvature excitation,

(2) the mode exhibits a flux tube geometry defined at the most unstable location and constrained

elsewhere by helicity and magnetic flux expansion. This differential helicity is parametrized by the

magnetic shear which is defined as the inverse of helicity gradient scale length normalized by the

minor radius of the flux surface ŝ = r
q
∂rq where q is the safety factor. Away from the outboard

midplane, the magnetic shear progressively tilts the mode in the transversal plan (see figure 2).

This effect has been reported in 3D simulations of electrostatic ballooning modes [26] and also in

SOL experiments [27, 28]. The local electric shear V ′
E ≡ ∂rVE will also tilt the modes by a progres-

sive differential convection of density and vorticity [29]. Representation of these tilting effect in

terms of mode wave vector is addressed below, considering the following geometrical conventions.

The local radial direction (supported by the unit vector er) is directed from the plasma core to

the edge, normal to the flux surfaces. The transverse (poloidal) direction ⊥ (θ) is oriented along

B × er. A positive radial electric field gives always rise to a negative transversal drift. Finally,
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we consider the limit of weak magnetic flux expansion, so that the transversal wave number stays

constant along a flux tube : k⊥(θ) = k⊥(0).

Figure 1. Schematic of two field lines lying at two radial positions r0 and r0 + δr. The transverse

direction ⊥ is considered at the position r0. The points A1 and B1 lie respectively at r0 and r0+δr,

at the same transverse and toroidal position. A0 and B0 lie respectively at r0 and r0 + δr at the

same parallel position but transversally separated by ξ0⊥ ( according to r0 axes)

In an Eikonal representation of the mode structure, the wave vector is generally defined

by the gradient of the complex phase of the mode : k = ∇ϕ. Let us consider a reference

flux surface at the radius r0, where the transversal electric flow is by definition zeros. On

a second flux surface radially separated by δr, the transversal flow is written as VE = V ′
Eδr

where V ′
E is the flow shear. Considering A1 and B1 at a given parallel position s1 and aligned

along the radial vector - as pictured on figure 1, the local radial wave number is approximated

by : kr(s1, t) = ϕ(B1,t)−ϕ(A1,t)
δr

. Because of the flux tube geometry of the mode, the phase

is uniform along magnetic field lines. Thus considering two other points A0 and B0 on the

respective field lines but at the parallel position s0, the radial wave number at the position

s1 is also given by : kr(s1, t) = ϕ(B0,t)−ϕ(A0,t)
δr

. Written in the (r,⊥, s, t) coordinate system:

ϕ(A0, t) = ϕ(r0, 0, s0, t) = ϕ(r0, 0, s0, 0) since there is no convection on the reference flux

surface, and ϕ(B0, t) = ϕ(r0 + δr, ξ0⊥, s0, t) = ϕ(r0 + δr, ξ0⊥ − V ′
Etδr, s0, 0) by correcting the
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transverse position by the convection of the mode on the second flux surface. The transversal

displacement between A0 and B0 is related to the difference of helicity between the two field lines

: ξ0⊥ = s1−s0
q(r0)2

[q(r0 + δr)− q(r0)] = δr(s1 − s0)
ŝ

r0q(r0)
. Now considering the parallel position s0 as a

reference of the flux tube where the phase is defined by the initial wave vector of the ballooning

mode kt=0 = (k0
r , k⊥), we obtain ϕ(B0, t)−ϕ(A0, t) = k0

rδr+k⊥ [ξ0⊥ − V ′
Etδr], so that the local radial

wave vector at the time t and parallel position s1 is given by kr(s1, t) = k0
r + k⊥

[
ŝ (s1−s0)

r0q(r0)
− V ′

Et
]
.

The poloidal displacement is defined by θ − θ0 =
(s1−s0)
r0q(r0)

, which gives the following tilting relation

for the wave vector after a mode life time τc:
k⊥(θ) = k⊥(θ0)

kr(θ) = kr(θ0) + [(θ − θ0)ŝ− V ′
Eτc] k⊥

(2)

Considering θ0 as the ballooning peaking position without electric shear and noticing that the

growth rate is maximum for minimum kr, we will consider in the following kr(θ0) = 0. It will be also

assumed that θ0 = 0, i.e. that the instability is centered at the outboard midplane without electric

shear. A linear relation between the electrostatic drifts ṽr and ṽ⊥ follows naturally from the local

dispersion relation given by Eq.2: ∂rφ̃ = [θŝ− V ′
Eτc] ∂⊥φ̃, or equivalently ṽ⊥ = − [θŝ− V ′

Eτc] ṽr.

As shown in [28], if one could experimentally measure the turbulent poloidal flux 〈ṽ⊥ñ〉 away from

the midplane (θ 6= θ0) at the edge of tokamak plasmas, one would surely find a time averaged

value directed toward the outboard midplane and approximately proportional to the radial flux

amplitude and the poloidal angle as a consequence of the magnetic shear tilting in the case of weak

electric shear. Equivalently, this local orientation of the mode velocity is identifiable as a factor

in the Reynolds stress ṽrṽθ. Its amplitude should also be modulated by the ballooning envelope

of the potential perturbation φ̃(θ) = φ̃(0)Fφ(θ). The local time averaged expression of the radial
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flux of transversal momentum is:

〈ṽrṽ⊥〉t =
〈
ṽ2r(0)

〉
t
F 2
φ(θ) [−θŝ+ V ′

Eτc] (3)

The second RHS term refers to the electric shear induced Reynolds stress, a negative viscosity flux

ΠV ′
E
= −χeff∂rVE with χeff = −〈ṽ2r〉t,θ τc. Note however that it acts only on the electrostatic

component of the flow VE = V⊥ −V ∗, which means that within the common definition of viscosity

acting on the total flow, the diamagnetic contribution should appear as a residual stress, i.e

〈ṽrṽ⊥〉dia = −〈ṽ2r〉t,θ τc∂rV ∗. Nevertheless, the initial expression of the electric shear induced

Reynolds stress given by Eq.3 is retained in the following. The first term on the RHS is the

magnetic shear induced Reynolds stress Πŝ, which is apparently neither proportional to the mean

flow nor its gradient, and so is referred as to an apparent residual stress. This stress depends

strongly on the poloidal position along a flux surface via the term θF 2
Φ(θ), in comparison to the

electric shear induced stress that depends only in the local envelope amplitude F 2
Φ(θ). It is an odd

function of θ unless the ballooning envelope is not poloidally symmetric, which is the necessary

condition to obtain a non vanishing poloidal average of Πŝ. We address this case in the following,

considering in addition the effect of weak electric shear on the position of the envelope. Following

discussions about the effect of an X-point on the geometry of magnetic flux tubes are based on an

analytic description of the magnetic field as given in [30].

2. Asymmetric ballooning envelope with a sheared flow

A quantitative investigation of the magnetic shear induced Reynolds Stress requires the ballooning

envelope response to geometrical shaping of the flux surfaces and to a electric shear flow. The first
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Figure 2. a: poloidal cross section of a lower-single-null shaped plasma. A circular flux tube is

started around the outboard midplane and its cross section is mapped along the field line at a fixed

toroidal increment. The magnetic shear effect is noticeable over the whole surface, and the flux

expansion close to the X-point. b: poloidal evolution of a flux tube transversal wave vector (k2 = 1

at outboard midplane) on an edge flux surface. Note the exponential growth at the vicinity of the

X-point location. c : Radial profile of the wave vector expansion at the x-point location for a wave

vector k2 = 1 at the outboard midplane

point is addressed in [31] and the second is discussed in [32]. Two basic features are retained in the

following for the analytic derivation of the first order components of the magnetic shear induced

Reynolds stress. Toward the core, the ballooning envelopes are almost poloidally symmetric as

a consequence of the symmetry of the magnetic flux surfaces. In the scrape-off layer, the end-

plates bound the parallel extent of the modes, creating a net poloidal asymmetry of the ballooning

envelope. In the case of circular and toroidally limited plasmas, this creates a radial gradient of

Πŝ at the LCFS which can therefore drive the transversal rotation their. The magnetic field ripple
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will be responsible for the finite width of the transition area, that defines also the typical scale

length of the stress gradient. In the case of diverted geometries, an additional effect appears at the

boundary volume of the confined region due to the presence of an X-point. As illustrated on figure

2 and documented in [31], the magnetic flux expansion in the direct vicinity of the X-point volume

is responsible for the exponential increase along the field line of the wave vector of a ballooning

mode excited at the outboard midplane. In other words the turbulent decorrelation of the mode

∝ Dk2 can totally damp the mode amplitude in the direct vicinity of the X-point, which is totally

equivalent to the scrape-off layer symmetry breaking. Note that the exponential enhancement of

wave vector vanishes extremely rapidly as the radial position is moved toward the core. Regarding

the sharp poloidal asymmetry of a ballooning envelope, a sharp transition takes place between the

confined region and the scrape-off layer for both toroidally limited and diverted plasma geometries.

The asymmetry of the envelope is in fact associated with the existence of a net tilt of the mode

due to the magnetic shear. As illustrated on figure 2a the tilt induced at the position opposite to

the X-point location dominates on the flux surface. It is important to mention now that changing

the up/down position of the X-point relative to the magnetic field direction will reverse the sign

of this residual tilt, therefore reversing the sign of the magnetic shear induced Reynolds Stress. In

the following these effects will be treated given a synthetic description of the ballooning envelopes

truncated at the X-point position. Generally the magnetic field curvature (∇B ×B)θ is poloidally

asymmetric on shaped magnetic flux surfaces, resulting in asymmetries of the ballooning envelope

[24]. Adding these asymmetric envelope components besides the main X-point truncation are in

principle important of the detail of the stress, but omitting them will not modify the basic results
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related to the X-point position. In the following, a circular flux surface approximation is followed.

Ballooning envelopes will be represented by a Gaussian function truncated at the X-point position,

which is a reasonable description at the edge of circular plasmas [20, 21].

The effect of weak electric shear on the envelope is now addressed. Inserting the radial wave vector

expression (Eq.2) in the local growth rate of the ballooning mode (Eq.1) gives:

γ2 ∝ (∇B ×B)θ
B2

1

1 + [ŝθ − V ′
Eτc]

2

In the absence of electric shear, the maximum growth rate is at the outboard midplane θ = 0. For

a finite value of V ′
E, the position of minimal kr and maximal growth rate is shifted poloidally as a

result of the local balance between magnetic and electric shear:

θ0(V
′
E) ≈

V ′
Eτc
ŝ

(4)

This effect is observed in global simulations as mentioned in [33]. In fact the mode starts growing

at the outboard midplane, where the curvature effect is maximal. During the growth phase, the

electric shear will progressively modify the local wave number, thus impacting the local growth

rate. After τc, the position of maximum growth has been progressively shifted from θ = 0 to

V ′
Eτc
ŝ

. Treated rigorously, the progressive displacement of the minimum wave vector position will

induce a progressive poloidal asymmetry of the envelope, in analogy to the asymmetry of the

curvature. Again this effect is not retained, and we only consider a bulk displacement of the

Gaussian envelope to the peaking position θ0 =
V ′
Eτc
ŝ

, as illustrated on figure 3. The weak shear

regime can be understood as a condition on the maximum poloidal displacement of the envelope,

typically
∣∣∣V ′

Eτc
ŝ

∣∣∣ < 0.5.
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3. Synthetic derivation of Πŝ expression

Given the shape of the ballooning envelope, we can estimate the different terms in the shear induced

Reynolds stress as given by Eq.3. For convenience, the poloidal position is defined in the domain

θ ∈ [−2π, 2π], since the inboard side of the X-point location must be accessible from the outboard

midplane. The X-point location will be θX = +π/2 in unfavorable geometry and θX = −π/2 in

favorable geometry, the latter case considered in the following. The Gaussian envelope centered on

θ0 is noted Fθ0(θ) = exp
[
−
(
θ−θ0
∆θ

)2
/2
]
where the width ∆θ is a tunable parameter. The poloidal

truncation of the mode envelope means that the inner part of the poloidal domain is determined

by connection to the plasma crown (see figure 3 a), so that the mode is continuous on the domain

[θ0 → 2π + θX ] (crown) and [θ0 → θX ] (directly toward the X-point). An apparent discontinuity

at θ = θX ± δ is solved in the confined region by realizing that the mode amplitude exponentially

vanishes while approaching the X-point from both poloidal directions. In the SOL, there is no

discontinuity since the field lines are not closed. In practice, the poloidal averages present in the

Reynolds stress expression contain the asymmetry through the spatial boundaries of the integral :

〈A〉θ ≡
1

2π

∫ 2π+θX

θX

Adθ

Before going further a discussion on the practical treatment of the radial and poloidal asymmetries

in the Reynolds stress is required. As expressed by Eq.3, the local Reynolds stress can be rewritten

as proportional to 〈ṽrṽ⊥〉t ∝ Fθ0(θ) [θ0 − θ] ŝ where the electric shear component has been hidden

in the peaking position θ0. Indeed considering that the envelope is shifted poloidally is equivalent

to consider that the tilt of the mode is only due to the magnetic shear acting along field lines

from the shifted peaking position. Keeping explicit the negative viscosity contribution in the
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poloidal average of the Reynolds stress then leads to 〈ṽrṽ⊥〉t,θ ∝
〈
F 2
θ0

〉
V ′
Eτc −

〈
θF 2

θ0

〉
t,θ

ŝ. The

negative viscosity is supposed to take place on every flux surface without influence of the poloidal

symmetry breaking. On the other hand the magnetic shear contribution is only effective at the

very edge where the envelope is asymmetric, and is considered to vanish rapidly toward the core.

In practice, for a given plasma configuration, this effect is implemented in the stress expression by

adding a gate function gX(ρ) that varies radially from 0 in the core to 1 in the SOL. We end up

with a calculable expression of the shear induced Reynolds stress along the radial position:

〈ṽrṽ⊥〉t,θ = gX
〈
ṽ2r
〉
t,θ

−
〈
F 2
θ0
ŝθ
〉
θ〈

F 2
θ0

〉
θ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Πŝ

+
〈
ṽ2r
〉
t,θ

V ′
Eτc︸ ︷︷ ︸

ΠV ′
E

(5)

Through the dependence of the envelope function with the mean sheared flow, Πŝ also depends

on V ′
E as illustrated on figure 3 b. In favorable geometry and for V ′

E = 0, ΠV ′
E
is zeros and Πŝ

is strictly negative. Indeed the negative contribution of the mode tilting at the plasma crown is

larger than its contribution between the outboard midplane and the X-point. A positive electric

shear will then shift the ballooning envelope toward the plasma crown, increasing the positive

contribution of the mode tilting in the region between the X-point and the envelope center. In

fact, the magnetic shear contribution to the Reynolds stress, Πŝ, decays with V ′
E and shows an

offset at zeros of the electric shear. This is the effective residual stress induced by the magnetic

shear, or ŝ-residual stress. It is interesting to note that the rough linear decay of Πŝ is equivalent to

a positive viscosity effect, which moderates the influence of the negative viscosity. Within a more

general approach Πŝ can be considered as a fully non-linear function of the electric shear, making

it a residual stress. As observed on figure 3 b, the slope of Πŝ(V
′
E) and the residual offset depend

both on the poloidal width of the ballooning envelope, since the later characterizes the degree of
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Figure 3. a: poloidal ballooning envelopes as Gaussian functions (∆θ = 90o), one shifted

poloidally toward θ0 = π/4. The envelopes are truncated at the X-point located at θX = −π/2.

Note that the envelopes at θ < θX are built by connection along the direction θ > 0 opposite to

the X-point location. b: Πŝ stress function of the zonal shear for different synthetic envelopes

truncated at θx = −π/2 (favorable geometry). Is also shown the electric shear induced Reynolds

stress (proportional to V ′
Eτc). Note that the weak shear flow regime should only apply for small

values of the electric shear in the range |V ′
Eτc/ŝ| < 0.5.

asymmetry of the truncated envelope with respect to the peaking center. The effect of envelope

width has also been investigated on gyrokinetic simulations by Camenen et al. in the context of

parallel momentum flux [34]. In the extreme case of almost flute-like modes (k|| ≈ 0 except at

X-point location), Πŝ does not depend on the electric shear and reaches its maximum strength. In
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this case it is simply proportional to the X-point position angle Πŝ ∝ −ŝ (π + θX). Extrapolating

this linear dependence with the X-point position to all realistic ballooning width, we also find that

the magnetic shear induced Reynolds stress should increases in amplitude with the triangularity.

In the case of unfavorable geometry, geometrical considerations are enough to derive a stress

expression from the one derived in the favorable geometry. By inverting the flux surface geometry

about the major radius axis, the magnetic shear stress changes sign. But since a positive electric

shear would shift the envelope away from the X-point in favorable geometry, the latter is now

shifted toward the X-point in unfavorable one, so that the dependence of Πŝ with the sheared flow

is also reversed:

Πunfavŝ (V ′
E) = −Πfavŝ (−V ′

E) (6)

, which is also true for the negative viscosity component of the Reynolds stress. Note that there

is no effect of the sign of the plasma current on the flux of transversal momentum.

It is important to mention that for realistic values of the envelope width, the flux of momentum Πŝ is

of the order of the square of the radial velocity fluctuations, and exhibits a strong radial variation

through the weight function gX . Since at the edge of a tokamak the electrostatic fluctuations

dominate the particle and energy transport and so determine the L-mode pressure profile, this

should have an important contribution to the source of L-mode poloidal rotation at the edge. In

the following we illustrate the effect of Πŝ and ΠV ′
E
on the mean radial electric field profiles at the

edge of L-mode plasmas with favorable and unfavorable geometries.
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4. A model for perpendicular momentum conservation

The electric shear layer structure at the edge of an L-mode plasma can be understood as a

result of the electric field penetration to the core from the SOL. Indeed if no external torque

is applied as for intrinsic rotation studies, the neo-classical description of radial force balance in

case of strong ripple predicts that core electric field is nearly proportional to the pressure gradient

Er =
Ti

q

[
∂rni

ni
+ 3.37∂rTi

Ti

]
[35], and so directed inward. The condition of strong ripple means that

ion losses in local ripple mirrors is the dominant effect of radial flux ambipolarity, which is roughly

true if the plasma has a finite collisionality and the core turbulent transport is weak. In sheath

limited scrape off layer plasmas, the electric field is commonly observed to be proportional to

the electron temperature gradient Er = −3∂rTe [36], and so directed outward. This is due to an

effect of sheath potential drop at the boundary of the field lines, although departure from the

previouys relation are possible. The potential continuity from the core to the LCFS then naturally

requires the formation of a sheared radial electric field in its vicinity. The role of the shear induced

Reynolds stress in determining the position and shape of this shear layer is addressed below. That

said, the effect of turbulence on the SOL radial electric field remains an open issue. For the seek of

simplicity, we may consider that SOL electric field does only depends on temperature profile, which

is likely to be questionnable especially at the immediate vicinity of the LCFS if the turbulence

flow drive is strong at that location.

The dynamics of the edge radial electric field in the confinement region is described from a

momentum conservation criterion. Neglecting electron mass, one writes the flux surface averaged
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poloidal momentum conservation equation

∂t 〈nv⊥〉θ + ∂r 〈nvrv⊥〉θ = −nνcx 〈v⊥〉θ (7)

where v⊥ = Er×B
B2 − ∇rPi×B

nqiB2 is the first order ion fluid drift. The RHS term describes the loss of

momentum by charge exchange with neutrals. The LHS term ∂r 〈nvrv⊥〉θ corresponds to a local

source of momentum. In general, this term could be decomposed into a diffusive part, a pinch part

and a residual part, which here corresponds to our shear induced Reynolds stress. At the edge,

the turbulent particle flux is rapidly varying and possibly acts as a mixing mechanism between

neighbor flux surface. This exchange can be described by a diffusive process with a momentum

transport coefficient comparable to the gyro-Bohm value:

〈nvrv⊥〉θ = −χ⊥∂r 〈v⊥〉θ + gXΠŝ +ΠV ′
E

Where χ⊥ ≈ DGB. Adding a pinch contribution to the momentum flux will not change the basic

results reported here. Now the time evolution of the poloidal momentum has a generic form,

composed of: a linear damping, a diffusive flux, and a source of momentum defined here by the

radial derivative of the shear induced Reynolds stress. The system is in general non linear, so that

the stationary state should be given by an iterative solution starting from an initial profile. In

fact, the non linearity is in general not only contained in the magnetic shear induced stress, but

also appears through the dependence of the turbulence intensity on the electric shear, impacting

transport coefficients and background density and temperature profiles. That said, our analyzes is

limited to the weak shear regime, for which transport coefficients and plasma profiles are frozen.

Therefore the momentum conservation equation reduces to the description of the time evolution
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of the E ×B velocity:

∂tVE + 1
n
∂r

[
n
(
Πŝ +ΠV ′

E

)]
= − [νcx − χ⊥∂

2
r ] (VE + V ∗

i )
(8)

Toward the core, gradients and momentum sources are generally weak, so that the solution of

Eq.8 should satisfy v⊥ = VE + V ∗
i = 0, condition for ion radial force balance. As for the neo-

classical prediction, we should recover that the radial electric field is nearly proportional to the

pressure gradient Er = ∇rPi

nq
. Approaching the last closed flux surface, the scrape-off layer is

treated as a semi-rigid boundary condition. The ambipolarity of the radial flux in the confinement

region do not apply in the SOL, since charges are free to re-circulate between the divertor and

the plasma, i.e ∇ · J = 0 involves parallel currents. The SOL electric field Er = −3∂rTe is

imposed as a boundary condition at the LCFS by applying an additional damping term to Eq.8

: ∂tVE → ∂tVE + χSOL

τSOL

(
VE − V SOL

E

)
. V SOL

E is the frozen SOL electric field and χSOL is a step

function equal to 0 in the confined region and 1 in the SOL. The damping time τSOL is refers

to a transport time through the SOL which is in principle much smaller than any time scale

associated with source and sinks of momentum, such that the VE profile is imposed frozen in

the SOL. Relaxing this condition in the immediate vicinity of the LCFS is in principle required

for the case of limiter plasmas, for which the Reynolds force is located at the LCFS. Applied

to diverted configurations, this relaxation has minor impacts since the Reynodls force is mostly

located in the confined region. Since SOL radial electric field remains an open issue beyond the

scope of this paper, the approximation is done that results for limiter plasmas should not differ

from results presented here for diverted plasmas, the main difference beeing in the radial position
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of the Reynolds drive. The different parameters appearing in Eq.8 are chosen√
〈ṽ2r(0)〉t = 3.10−2cS , χ⊥ = 0.5ρ2SωS

νcoll = 1.10−4ωS , τ−1
c = 1.10−2ωS

NLCFS
e = 4.1018m−3 , TLCFS

i = 40eV

τ−1
SOL = 1.10−1ωS

(9)

where cS, ρS and ωS are respectively the ion sound speed, the sonic Larmor radius and the sonic

precession at the LCFS (cS = ρSωS). The velocity fluctuation amplitude is typically what is

measured with probes in the near SOL and agrees with scalings proposed in [37], and the effective

viscosity χ⊥ is in the Gyro-Bohm range. In particular we will also assume that the life time of

the modes τc is constant, though it should be a function of the local flow shear [38] in case of

strong shear. Note that the negative viscosity coefficient is also of order of gyro-Bohm. The frozen

profiles of density and temperature are shown in figure 4. Typically, their radial decay lengths

are a few centimeters at the separatrix, and increase to the order of the minor radius toward the

core. The radial variation of Πŝ due the radial variation of X-point resistivity, represented by gX ,

is also shown in figure 4 b. It is one in the SOL, zero in the core and exhibits a sharp exponential

increase 1 cm inside the separatrix, representative of diverted plasma configurations. In the case

of limited plasmas, the sharp increases of gX would be centered on the last closed flux surface

radius, which will not significantly change the results shown here, assuming that the frozen SOL

can be locally relaxed. Here we ignore, on purpose, any effect of the magnetic shear induced stress

in the core region, so as to focus on the edge where the poloidal symmetry breaking is strong.

The electrostatic flow equilibrium is computed for favorable and unfavorable configurations, using

Eqs.5 & 6 for the stress. The main difference appears near the position of the step of the function
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Figure 4. Frozen profiles. a: Density, temperature and pressure profiles (normalized to the core

value). b : profile of gX (resistive X-point penetration) : the confined region is supposed resistive

within 1cm inside the LCFS. c : profile of SOL forcing function

gX , i.e at the transition between minimal Πŝ stress in the core and maximal Πŝ stress at the

edge boundary. The results are summarized in figure 5. Two extremal envelope shapes have been

considered, a Gaussian of half width ∆θ = 50o and a flute mode. If the envelope width drops to

zero, Πŝ and ΠV ′
E
should vanish and the radial electric field in both configurations should converge

toward the same equilibrium profile obtained without the shear induced stress. The departure

from this profile should be maximum for flute-modes.

Approaching the core, the Reynolds force tends to zeros and we effectively recover the previous

relation VE = −V ∗
i . Toward the separatrix, we observe a progressive separation in the profiles. In

the favorable (unfavorable) configuration, the Reynolds force acts as a positive (negative) source

of perpendicular torque one centimeter inside the LCFS (see also figure 6), near the position where

the X-point resistivity changes. The Reynolds force peak is dominated by the magnetic shear

residual stress. Note also on figure 6 that the Reybolds force reverses sign closer to the LCFS.
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Figure 5. a: radial profile of electrostatic velocity for unfavorable (light gray) and favorable (dark

gray) configurations. The core diamagnetic velocity and SOL electrostatic velocity are shown in

dashed lines (boundary conditions). The extremal profiles (squares) correspond to flute modes and

the interior profiles (circles) correspond to a Gaussian envelope ∆θ = 50o. b Associated electric

shear. Again the flute mode gives the exterior contour lines and the thin Gaussian the interior

lines.

This tends to accentuate the E × B shear that would exist without turbulence. If the geometry

is reversed, the magnetic shear induced Reynolds force also reverses and the contribution to the

E × B shear now competes with the natural profile. The favorable configuration profile exhibits

a shear strength about two times larger than the unfavorable shear at the same position. Its

strength is about |V ′
E|τc/ŝ ≤ 0.2, which is consistent with the weak shear assumption followed

from the beginning. The difference between unfavorable and favorable electric velocity profiles is
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in good agreement with experimental results obtained in the Tokamak Tore Supra [14].

In that experiment, a circular, ohmically heated plasma is limited either below or above the

outboard midplane (θX = ±40o), by a set of discrete limiters that can be considered to be almost

uniform toroidally. These limiter configurations are geometrically equivalent to favorable and

unfavorable configurations for diverted plasmas. The electric field profile is estimated at the

edge by Doppler back-scattering [39]. In the far SOL, the electric field does not depend on the

limiter configuration, and is directed outward. Approaching the core, it recovers the neo-classical

direction, i.e directed inward. In the vicinity of the last closed flux surface, a significant difference

appears between the two limited configurations. When the limiter position is changed from below

(favorable with respect to the magnetic field direction) to above the midplane (unfavorable), the

transversal velocity amplitude measured across the last closed flux surface drops by a few percent

of the ion sound speed, with a profile modification similar to the change predicted by the model

(figure 5). The pressure profile does not change significantly with the limiter configuration, neither

do any macroscopic quantities except the volume integral of the parallel flows in the SOL. The

magnetic shear induced Reynolds stress is a potentially good candidate to explain the change of

electric shear strength observed in this experiment. The sign of the source of transversal rotation

in the vicinity of the separatrix, has pictured by the model, is also in agreement with what is

required to explain the differences observed by beam emission spectroscopy in L-mode plasmas

performed in DIII-D [13].

One important output of this model is not only that it can produce a weaker edge electrostatic

shear in unfavorable than in favorable L-mode plasma configurations, but that the effect is due
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Figure 6. a: Radial derivative of the Reynolds stress across the profile for a favorable configuration

with a ballooning envelope of half width ∆θ = 90o, averaged over the flux surface (full curve) or

taken locally at the outboard midplane (dashed line). b : Reynolds stress variation on a flux

surface where the resistive X-point effect acts, for a zeros (full curve) or a positive (dashed curve)

local electric shear. The amplitudes of the poloidal average of the stress are also shown.

to a Reynold stress that is not poloidally symmetric, as shown on figure 6. As a consequence,

a measurement of the electric stress 〈ṽrṽθ〉t performed at one single poloidal location on a flux

surface can not completely determine the flux surface averaged value. This important property is

illustrated in figure 6a, where the radial derivative of the Reynolds stress taken at the outboard

midplane is compared to its average over the flux surface. Although the position of maximum
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source for the sheared flow are similar in that particular example, the local measurement is 3

times lower in amplitude than the flux surface averaged value. More generally, the local Reynolds

stress amplitude is not related to its poloidal average, as shown on figure 6b where are shown two

poloidal distributions of the Reynolds stress at two different electric shear values. Estimating the

real momentum source on a flux surface therefore requires to reconstruct the poloidal dependence

of the Reynolds stress via measurements at different poloidal positions. Here we point out that the

poloidal variation shown on figure 6b is model dependent and only reflects a potential trend that

could be inferred from experiments. The real shape of the flux surfaces will imply an additional

asymmetry of the ballooning envelope and so for the Reynolds stress. But in any cases, it is

pointed out here that the Reynolds stress can effectively vary by several units and reverses sign

along a flux surface.

Before concluding on this study, we also report on the direct application of this model to the

calculation of a residual stress for the toroidal rotation.

5. Discussion on the source of toroidal flow at the edge

In this section, we are concerned with intrinsic toroidal rotation and the effects of the shear induced

stress on toroidal flows. Thus, we require the contribution of the perpendicular stress 〈ṽrṽ⊥〉 to

the toroidal Reynolds stress 〈ṽrṽφ〉. This is determined by a simple toroidal projection:

〈ṽrṽφ〉 = −Bθ

B
〈ṽrṽ⊥〉

Observe this is equivalent to writing the 〈Jr〉 〈Bθ〉 /c force which acts on the toroidal direction,

since 〈Jr〉 ≡ −∂r 〈ṽrṽθ〉 [1]. Of course, the total toroidal Reynolds stress includes several other
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contributions, i.e.

〈ṽrṽφ〉 =
BT

B

〈
ṽrṽ||

〉
− Bθ

B

(
〈ṽrṽ⊥〉|ŝ + 〈ṽrṽ⊥〉|V ′

E
+ ...

)
In particular, the parallel Reynolds stress includes the effect of SOL flow induced radial penetration

of parallel flow in the confined plasma, as suggested by LaBombard [18]. This inward transport

could be affected by parallel shear flow instability of the SOL flow, resulting in inward diffusive

transport. These SOL induced flows will have large toroidal component, since BT � Bθ, and

so will potentially drive a toroidal flow shear layer. Another contribution to
〈
ṽrṽ||

〉
is due to

〈VE〉′ symmetry breaking, leading to
〈
kθk||

〉
6= 0 and a finite residual

〈
ṽrṽ||

〉
6= 0 [40], which

is now well known to drive intrinsic rotation. Last but not least, it is reminded that the shear

induced stress studied here as a result of a poloidal symmetry breaking can find some analogies

with the radial/parallel stress described in [24], although the mechanism is completely different.

The amplitude of a residual term CΦ entering the flux of parallel rotation is estimated in the form

ΓΦ = χeff
Φ u′ + CΦ. The dimensionless differential rotation is defined as u′ = R2∂rΩΦ/cS with

R the plasma major radius and ΩΦ the toroidal angular velocity. It is also mentioned that the

toroidal momentum viscosity is approximately equal to the ion diffusivity, so that within their

normalization χeff
Φ ≈ c2S

ρS
R

ρS
LT

[37], where LT is the temperature gradient length. The amplitude

of the residual term is comparable to the viscous term CΦ/χ
eff
Φ ≈ 1. On the other hand, the

toroidal projection of the transversal shear induced stress presented in our paper is on the order

of C⊥
Φ = α Bθ

BT
〈ṽ2r(0)〉t with α of order unity. Applying the same comparison as in [24] gives :

C⊥
Φ /χ

eff
Φ ≈ Bθ

BT

LT

R

(
R

ρS

)2 〈ṽ2r(0)〉t
c2S
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For normal plasma conditions used here and in their paper: Bθ

BT
≈ 0.1, LT

R
≈ 0.1,

〈ṽ2r(0)〉t
c2S

≈ 10−4

(coherent with the temperature gradient scale length from Mattor scalings [37]) and R
ρs

≈ 103, we

estimate that our flux of toroidal momentum also scales like C⊥
Φ /χ

eff
Φ ≈ 1. Note that both effects

are not identical and therefore accumulate. Thus the toroidal projection of the shear induced

Reynolds stress also appears as a potentially significant contribution for the intrinsic toroidal

rotation:

Πφ = −Bθ

BT

[
Πŝ +ΠV ′

E

]
In the following we focus only on the effects of the toroidal projection of perpendicular stresses.

Referring to the work of Diamond et al. on the intrinsic toroidal rotation in a tokamak [41], this

stresses enter the momentum balance via the relation:

∂t 〈Vφ〉 = +χφ∂
2
r 〈Vφ〉 − ∂rΠφ

where we omitted a pinch term. In steady state, momentum conservation implies that the flux of

toroidal momentum at the boundary of the confinement region is zero, which fixes the gradient of

toroidal velocity to balance the residual stress, i.e.

∂r 〈Vφ〉|r=a = − Bθ

BT

Πŝ +ΠV ′
E

χφ

∣∣∣∣
r=a

In favorable configurations with IP co-aligned with BT , the shear residual stress is, in the weak

shear regime, negative. This will force the toroidal velocity gradient is to be positive at the

boundary of the confined region, in the order of ∂r 〈Vφ〉|r=a ≈km.s−1.cm−1. This is observed in

Tore Supra experiments [14] and also in DIII-D for L-mode ohmically heated plasmas [42]. That

said, changing to unfavorable configuration would reverse the sign of the stress and so of the

velocity gradient, suggesting that the toroidal rotation in the bulk plasma should be higher in
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unfavorable than favorable geometries, if the velocity at the boundary in not significantly changed.

However, experiments show that the core toroidal rotation is more counter current in unfavorable

than favorable geometries [43], which points toward additional residual stress mechanisms at least

in the core region. One possibility is discussed in [44]. In particular, the core turbulence generates

a local intrinsic torque (−∂r 〈ṽrṽφ〉), the sign of which is determined by profile structure and mode

propagation direction. Changes in core rotation direction in L-mode are associated with changes in

density, current and confinement scaling [45]. Thus, the net rotation profile is set by a confluence of

many factors, including edge layer and SOL torques, core residual stress, etc. A global momentum

transport study is required to resolve this question.

6. summary

At the edge of an L-mode tokamak plasma where ballooning structures are likely to dominate

the transport, the time averaged Reynolds stress 〈ṽrṽ⊥〉t includes a residual component, not

proportional to the mean flow nor its gradient. One part of this stress is the consequence of

spatial tilting of ballooning modes excited at the outboard midplane 〈ṽrṽ⊥〉t = 〈ṽ2r〉t [V ′
Eτc − ŝθ].

The tilt due to the electric shear refers to a negative viscosity term. The tilt due to the magnetic

shear ŝ, or ŝ-residual stress, is locally proportional to the poloidal position where it is considered,

and thus exhibits an anti-symmetric pattern with respect to the midplane. A ballooning envelope

with an up-down asymmetry will induce a net asymmetry in the poloidal distribution of the

momentum flux, creating a non-vanishing flux surface averaged stress. Due to the presence of

parallel boundary conditions in the SOL, and because of the exponentially enhanced cross field

decorrelation rate in the vicinity of an X-point, an asymmetry of the ballooning envelope develops
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at the very edge. It applies both to toroidally symmetric limited plasma and X-point plasma

configurations. Besides, the non-linear dependence of this ŝ-residual stress on the local flow shear

is investigated via the impact of the flow shear on the ballooning envelope. A model is proposed

for the Gaussian ballooning envelope poloidally shifted by the flow shear at the peaking position

θ0 = V ′
Eτc/ŝ. The flux surface averaged residual stress is found to be of the order of the square of

the electrostatic radial velocity fluctuations 〈ṽ2r〉t,θ, and its sign also reverses when the magnetic

geometry is changed from favorable (B ×∇B toward the X-point) to unfavorable (B ×∇B away

from the X-point) geometry, i.e. ΠUSN
ŝ (V ′

E) = −ΠLSN
ŝ (−V ′

E). It’s absolute amplitude should

also decrease with the plasma triangularity. Its impact on the L-mode edge velocity shear is

illustrated through a simplified model of perpendicular momentum conservation at the plasma edge,

including SOL boundary conditions. The flow shear in the vicinity of the separatrix is two times

lower in amplitude for unfavorable than for favorable configuration, in qualitative agreement with

experimental results. The reason is a favorable or unfavorable competition between equilibrium

E × B shear and turbulent driven shear. The Reynolds force is strongly non uniform poloidally,

and can not be directly inferred from a single point measurement.

This shear induced stress for perpendicular rotation also determines a residual stress for toroidal

rotation in the vicinity of the last closed flux surface. It potentially adds to and may compete

with other source mechanisms, like SOL flows penetration, ion orbit losses and other symmetry

breaking based residual fluxes of parallel momentum.

Validation of this model requires measurements of the Reynolds stress away form the outboard

midplane as done in [28], in order to determine the magnetic shear tilting. Further developments
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of the model require a more accurate description of the ballooning envelope in a real plasma

geometry, including plasma shaping and the envelope response to a sheared flow. This can only

be quantified precisely by 3D calculations about the plasma region surrounding the separatrix, as

initiated in [46]. In fact, an extended version of this model should address the issue of defining an

optimal plasma shape maximizing the ŝ-residual stress, accentuating the L-mode flow shear and

thus lowering the L to H-mode transition power threshold. This is already addressed from the

point of view of penetration of SOL flows into the core [18], but a more complete story should

include other potential mechanisms sensitive to flux surface topology. Finally, to address L-H

transition physics, this model must include both zonal and mean (diamagnetic) shear effects and

shearing feedback on fluctuation intensity.
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